Summer Dress

Call in and let us assist you by the attractive showing of our up-to-date assortment of

Dress Goods

SILKS AND TRIMMINGS

To match and harmonize with every gown we have a Complete stock of-

Elbow Silk Gloves
Elbow Kid Gloves
Beads, Belts, Fancy Collars
Hand Bags, Etc.

Everything that's NEW you will find at our store. We appreciate every customer and all our patrons.

H. C. CLAPP
Exclusive Dry Goods and Ladies' Furnishings

Washington 56 - Phone 56 - 74Cook

CHAMPIONSHIP

Wrestling Match

BETWEEN

D. A. McMillan
Champion Mixed Wrestler of World

AND

Matt Simmer
Champion Strong Man of the World

CONDITIONS OF MATCH

One Fall Catch-Cat-Catch; one Fall German-Firm, Fancy Catching; the quickest Fall of Third and Declaring Fall, which must be Catch-Cat-Catch or German-Roman

Purse $400.00

Match to be finished by draw

Ladies Free

GOOD PRELIMINARIES

D. A. McMillan, Seattle, Wash.

At H. C. CLAPP'S

Exclusive Dry Goods and Ladies' Furnishings

YOU WILL FIND

May Patterns
Now On Sale

The Monthly Style Book

IT IS TIME TO PLAN YOUR
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McCook Laundry

G. C. Heckman, Prop.

Dry and Steam Cleaning and Pressing

J. C. Ball, McCook

Agent for the Celebrated

Fairy-Handchemet

WinTWind

This is a warranted and genuine

(combination) laundry soap or

called"Dust off" or McComck's

WinTWind. No longer advertised.
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